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RECENT NEW
APPOINTMENTS
We are pleased to welcome
two new junior Engineering
Geologists, Tom and Sean.

Welcome to our fifth newsletter, a little later than usual, the summer has
sneaked up on us, that’s how busy we’ve been.

Mid-year review:

They have joined us to fill the
roles left vacant by Felicity

Back in April we undertook our first exhibition, taking a stand at the

and Naomi moving up the

National Construction Expo in Milton Keynes. We were very pleased

career path. Neither Felicity

with the level of interest and have now caught the exhibition bug. We

nor Naomi will be giving up

will be sure to notify our clients as to where you’ll find us next.

fieldwork completely, but
they will be harder to spot out
there in their high viz coats!
Felicity has been with us for
two years now, more about
her overleaf.
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Meet the team: Felicity
Felicity is a Geoscientist with two years’ experience in the industry
and 1 year in GIS, after graduating from Keele University with a BSc
(Hons) Geoscience in 2015. Felicity joined GeoCon in the summer of
2017 as a field engineer and has worked her way up into project
management, she is now an integral part of the team.
Outside the office Felicity enjoys yoga, ice skating and volunteering
with the girl guides.

IN OTHER NEWS…..
• Residential development seems to be continuing apace; GeoCon work for
several residential developers of all sizes around the country and we are
as busy as ever investigating new sites for them.
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• Our infrastructure work doesn’t seem to be getting any quieter, during the
first half of this year, amongst several infrastructure related instructions
was site investigation work for major highway developments near both
Chelmsford and Southampton.
• Our Plate Load Testing team also seem to be getting busier and busier,
mainly for crane lifts; another indicator that development work continues
to drive the site investigation sector.

Jon Lord – Engineering Geologist

• And finally, our business
development team have also
been on the lookout for even
more interesting places to go
and sites to investigate. We
hope to be able to report
back to you next time about
some of these interesting
developments.
• As GeoCon continues to
expand we are always on the
lookout for new ways to
extend our knowledge base.
So, don’t feel that your issue
may not be one we can
resolve – try us and see!
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